**SEATTLE, WA:** Social center in a gentrifying neighborhood

Seattle Center is a social center in the heart of a gentrifying neighborhood, providing a focal point for community activities.

**SAN ANTONIO, TX:** Adapting modern heritage

San Antonio, TX, has adapted its modern heritage by repurposing the former Hemisfair Park into a vibrant community space.

**MONTREAL, QC:** Massive project turned into natural space in the city

Montreal, QC, has transformed a massive project into a natural space, offering a green oasis in the city.

**QUEENS, NY:** Park for the people

Queen's, NY, has created a park for the people, providing a space for community gatherings and leisure activities.

**SUSTAINABILITY**

The projects showcased in this presentation demonstrate the importance of sustainability in urban planning and development, focusing on environmental, social, and economic aspects to ensure long-term viability and community well-being.

**ABSTRACT**

World’s fairs are no longer the cultural phenomenon they were in the past. This shift has presented new challenges and opportunities for urban planners tasked with charting a new course for these spaces.

**PRESENTATION OUTLINES**

- **SEATTLE, WA:** Social center in a gentrifying neighborhood
- **SAN ANTONIO, TX:** Adapting modern heritage
- **MONTREAL, QC:** Massive project turned into natural space in the city
- **QUEENS, NY:** Park for the people

**INSTITUTIONS INVOLVED**

- City of Seattle, Seattle Center
- City of Montreal, City of New York, Queens
-良く、公園、水、自然を応用した都市計画を実現するためには、持続可能な持続可能性を追求することが不可欠です。